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Explorers
Reprint of the original, first published in 1868.
Founded on recent historical investigations, this exciting volume delves into the journeys of the first intrepid travelers who sailed across the ocean to explore unknown lands. • Featured explorers include Henry Hudson, Jacques Cartier, Samuel de Champlain, and Giovanni da Verrazzano. • Address which Native American peoples were encountered by early explorers. • Also included are valuable
primary source documents and maps from this exciting period of New York’s history.
In this age of globalization challenges--from economic uncertainty to emerging markets--there are no mapped out answers for the international manager. Global Explorers guides the global manager from the periphery to the center stage of international business leadership. In a 1997 survey of Fortune 500 firms conducted by authors J. Stewart Black, Allen J. Morrison and Hal B. Gregersen, virtually
all companies indicated there was a severe shortage of global leaders. The demand for competent global leaders far outstrips the supply. Global Explorers provides the skills and outlines the competencies future global managers need to fill the leadership gap. Using extensive research, real-life examples, and 130 in-depth interviews with senior executives representing 50 global companies, including
IBM, Disney, Exxon and Sony, Global Explorers suggests the reasons for the global leadership shortage, and identifies the necessary skills to compete in the international marketplace. For managers who want to safeguard their corporate future in these changing times, Global Explorers will help them develop a personal program for developing and balancing the skills they need to become
successful global leaders.
Reproduction of the original.
Global Explorers
Explorers on Black Ice Bridge
Volume One: A Passage to Shambhala
New York's European Explorers
The Great Explorers of the Nineteenth Century
Chronicles the conquest, colonization, and settlement of Australia in sixty-seven accounts that range from Willem Jansz's bloody 1606 expedition to Cape York to Robyn Davidson's 1977 camelback ride through the outback wilderness.
Before New York was a state full of prosperous cities connected by roads, canals, and trains, it was an uncharted land untouched by explorers. This exciting volume delves into the journeys of the first intrepid travelers who sailed across the ocean to settle and develop the Empire State. Featured explorers include Henry Hudson, Jacques Cartier, Samuel de Champlain, and Giovanni da Verrazano. Also included are valuable primary source documents and maps from this
exciting period of New Yorks history.
Game Changers have the skills, courage and power to change the world! Join us on a journey with some game-changing explorers! You will travel with Christopher Columbus, who set out on a voyage and accidentally arrived in the Americas, Amelia Earhart, the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic and Mae C. Jemison, the first black woman to travel into space. Learn about the places they discovered and the exciting adventures they had along the way. Game
Changers: Intrepid Explorers is part of the Reading Planet range of books for Stars (Lime) to Supernova (Red+) band. Children aged 7-11 will be inspired to love reading through the gripping stories and fascinating information books created by top authors. Reading Planet books have been carefully levelled to support children in becoming fluent and confident readers. Each book features useful notes and questions to support reading at home and develop comprehension
skills. Reading age: 8-10 years
As the Age of Exploration came to a close, the world seemed to be a significantly smaller place than it once was, with more major landmasses identified on the global map. Yet questions and unknowns remained and details had yet to be filled in. Armed with greater knowledge and better equipment than their predecessors, explorers in the late Renaissance and Enlightenment eras took up the reins, with some discovering new routes and lands still while others carefully
surveyed or settled lands already known. This lively volume details the lives of such individuals as Henry Hudson, Vitus Bering, James Cook, and Daniel Boone, among many others, as well as the explorations and discoveries of which they were a part.
Mapping the World through Primary Documents
Explorers and Settlers of Spanish Texas
Australia's Great Explorers
The Next Generation of Leaders
Explorers & Mapmakers of Canada Gr. 7-8
Early Explorers

责任者取自CIP
A latest entry in the painstakingly researched series that includes Lives of the Pirates focuses on some of history's greatest explorers to reveal their lesser-known preferences, habits and motivations. 25,000 first printing.
Summarizes the lives and accomplishments of five women who were explorers in Africa.
Describes North American voyages and discoveries of European adventurers before 1600 and early explorations south of the Caribbean
Bedtime Explorers (Dora the Explorer)
A biographical bibliography : explorers, scientists & visitors in the world's karst 852 bc to the present
The World's Explorers
Frontiers: Geography, Explorers, and Literature
Reading Planet KS2 - Game-Changers: Intrepid Explorers - Level 5: Mars/Grey band
New York's Early Explorers
With original primary source documents, this anthology brings readers into the vast unknown 19th-century American West̶through the eyes of the explorers who saw it for the first time. • Collects primary source materials such as journal entries, book excerpts, and maps from various 19th-century American explorers, enabling readers to "discover" the vast unknown American West, as seen for the first time by those of
European descent • Includes a topical guide to aid readers in cross-referencing entries • Presents illustrations and photographs as well as original textual documents and maps
The often harsh and unforgiving Australian landscape was a far cry from what the early colonisers were used to, and it proved a daunting obstacle to settlement. However, a few brave and at times foolhardy men were determined to prove themselves equal to the challenge. Australia's Great Explorers looks at the tragedies and triumphs of men such as Wentworth and Lawson, Hume and Hovell, Burke and Wills, Leichhardt
and Strzelecki as they battled to conquer the Great Diving Range, find an elusive inland sea, and traverse the length and breadth of this great country.
The best-selling co-author of Bill O'Reilly's Killing series traces the divisive effort of adventurers Richard Francis Burton and John Hanning Speke to discover the source of the Nile River, analyzing seven character traits shared by forefront explorers and how their examples can be practically applied to modern problems.
For more than a century, The Explorers Club has been the meeting place for some of the most daring adventurers on the planet. It's a legendary oasis, where a man just back from the Gobi Desert might kick back and, over some port, have a chat with a fellow off to Bandung. Here then, are some of the best tales ever swapped at that capital of adventure, including: Anthony Fiola on being in close quarters with a polar bear
Charles Lindbergh on his famous flight Felix Reisenberg on the Arctic Anne Keenleyside, Ph. D. on cannibalism Roald Amundsen on the explorer Stefansson Mervyn Cowie on hunting killer lions Jean-Marc Boivin on hang-gliding Curtis and Kathleen Saville on oceanic rowing E. W. Deming on Sitting Bull's mysterious death It's some of the finest writing on some of the most hair-raising journeys ever made, all selected by the
late George Plimpton, himself a member of The Explorers Club. This updated edition includes a new foreword by Richard Wiese, the 44th president of The Explorers Club, and an all-new photo insert that takes readers inside the exclusive club and its world-famous adventure archives.
The European Discovery of America
World Explorers Gr. 4-6
Nineteenth-Century Explorers
Christina Dodwell, Delia Akeley, Mary Kingsley, Florence Von Sass-Baker, Alexandrine Tinne
More Than Fifty Gripping Tales Of Adventure
The Life of Dr. Elisha Kent Kane, and of Other Distinguished Explorers
"Set against the backdrop of World War I, with Western Civilization on the edge of calamity, the first installment in "The Explorers Guild" series, "A Passage to Shambhala," concerns the Guild's quest to find the golden city of Buddhist myth. The search will take them from the Polar North to the Mongolian deserts, through the underground canals of Asia to deep inside the Himalayas, before the fabled
city finally divulges its secrets and the globe-spanning journey plays out to its startling conclusion."--Provided by publisher.
'If modern Egypt is so far away that it takes three weeks to get there, ancient Egypt is infinitely more distant.' So wrote novelist, journalist, traveller and Egyptologist Amelia Edwards (1831-92) in this, the last published work of her career. Having first travelled to Egypt in 1873, in 1889-90 Edwards was invited to lecture in the United States, campaigning for the Egypt Exploration Fund, of which she was
joint honorary secretary. In five months she addressed 100,000 people at over 110 meetings in sixteen states. First published in 1892, a month before her death, this book is a collection of her lectures, containing substantial illustrations, additions, notes, and references. Exhibiting both Edwards' ability to make abstruse subjects come alive without losing factual correctness, and the humour and
enthusiasm with which she recounted her experiences, this book marks the culmination of twenty years' research and exploration.
Although the once-fuzzy outlines of the global map had largely been defined by the 19th century, much had yet to be learned. As some explorers continued to search either for resources or for unknown regions, others increasingly embraced a new kind of discovery—that of scientific knowledge. Readers will journey alongside a host of notable explorers, accompanying Lewis and Clark on their
famous expedition—during which they both charted much of the United States and identified 178 new plants—and marvelling at Charles Darwin’s revolutionary findings in the Galapagos Islands. Their explorations and many others are chronicled within these pages.
Inspiring life stories from BBC Radio 4's hit series The Life Scientific 'In showing non-scientists why science offers so many paths to discovery it has no equal' Gillian Reynolds, Telegraph Based on Jim Al-Khalili's ground-breaking interviews, The Life Scientific: Explorers takes science out of its box and introduces us to the men and women who make it happen. The explorers featured in this volume
include: Michele Dougherty, the mathematician who persuaded the Cassini mission to Saturn to make a diversion; Richard Fortey on his love of trilobites; Monica Grady, Meteorite Lady; neurosurgeon Henry Marsh on slicing through our thoughts; the Director of the British Antarctic Survey, Jane Francis; Jocelyn Bell Burnell describing how she missed out on a Nobel Prize; Brian Cox on quantum
mechanics; and Nobel Prize winner John Sulston on why he thought it would be a good idea to sequence the human genome.
National Law Enforcement Explorers' Conference
As Told At the Explorers Club
Women Explorers in Africa
Celebrated Travels and Travellers, Part 3. The Great Explorers of the Nineteenth Century
Footprints of Foreign Explorers on the Silk Road
Explorers of the Coldest Places on Earth

It’s bedtime but Dora’s baby brother and sister don’t want to go to sleep! It’s up to Dora and Boots to help them become Bedtime Explorers and journey to the top of Bedtime Hill before the moon rises. Will they make it in time? This Nickelodeon Read-Along features audio narration.
Lieutenant George Washington DeLong was an American explorer whose disastrous arctic expedition gave evidence of a continuous ocean current across the Polar Regions. In July of 1879 he set sail from San Francisco taking the Jeanette through the Bering Strait and heading for an island off the northeast coast of Siberia. However, on September 5th, the ship became trapped in the ice. With
crewman George Melville's engineering skill, the boat was kept afloat for almost two years until it was finally crushed on June 12, 1881.
Identifies different Native American tribes and describes the first encounters between the early explorers and the Indians.
In this absorbing account, Ryan describes how maps gradually evolved, and the journeys of discovery that led to them. He shows how great ocean navigators opened sea routes. Finally, he tells how mapmakers are charting space—the latest frontier.
Bridges: Explorers of the Americas
Pharaohs, Fellahs and Explorers
Discoveries, Disasters (and what the Neighbors Thought)
Diary of a Team Explorers Kid
From Lewis and Clark to David Livingstone
The Life Scientific: Explorers
The Creekside Middle School 6th Grade Team Explorers wrote Diary of a Team Explorers Kid. This is their journey from new 'little kid at the middle school' to seasoned Creekside veterans. In the book they offer memories of 6th Grade on Team Explorers as well as sage advice for the next batch
of 'little kid' 5th Graders arriving in the Fall.
This book considers the impact of early European explorers—including the Spanish conquistadors and French explorers of the 18th century—on what would one day become the state of Colorado. The book provides students with engaging text, full color photos, and supporting primary source documents
to outline important explorers, as well as the natural resources like animal furs that made Colorado an attractive place for exploration and settlement.
Build literacy skills and social studies content knowledge with the Early The Primary Source Readers series will ignite students' interest in history through the use of intriguing primary sources. This nonfiction reader features purposefully leveled text to increase comprehension for
different learner types. Early Explorers teaches students about the fascinating explorers who mapped the world including the Vikings, Marco Polo, and Christopher Columbus. Text features include captions, a glossary, and an index to help build academic vocabulary and increase reading
comprehension and literacy. This book prepares students for college and career readiness and aligns with state standards including NCSS/C3, McREL, and WIDA/TESOL.
Did you know the deepest parts of the ocean are still largely unexplored? Courageous explorers risk their lives to go to these great ocean depths. Other explorers journey into deep volcanoes, caves, and mines. Who are they and why are they seeking a glimpse of the world deep below the earth's
surface? Turn the pages to find out!
From Sir Francis Drake to Mungo Park
A Story of Fearless Outcasts, Blundering Geniuses, and Impossible Success
Stories of Discovery and Adventure from the Australian Frontier
Explorers of the American West: Mapping the World through Primary Documents
Containing Narratives of Their Researches and Adventures in Remote and Interesting Portions of the Globe
Bridges: Native Americans at the Time of the Explorers
What is a frontier? What are the frontiers of the future? What frontiers are being explored today? These and other questions are presented in this series on frontiers that help make this concept come alive to all students. The books in Prufrock's new Differentiated Curriculum Kits employ a differentiated, integrated
curriculum based on broad themes. This all-in-one curriculum helps teachers save planning time, ensure compliance with national standards, and most importantly, pique their students' natural excitement and interest in discovery. By participating in the wide variety of activities in the Differentiated Curriculum Kit
for Grade 6, students will discover the frontiers around them and gain a lifelong desire to learn. In Frontiers Book 2: Geography, Explorers, and Literature, students will discover the transcontinental railroad, the discoveries of Lewis and Clark, the mission to Mars, political cartoons, freedom of speech, and book
bans.
In the third magical Stella Starflake adventure the explorers meet gargoyles, sea-gremlins, mermaids, red devil squids - even a Gentleman Flamingo! Ice princess Stella Starflake and her father Felix are in trouble: President Fogg has expelled them from the Polar Bear Explorers' Club, and banned them from going on any
further expeditions. Stella's not going to be put off by rules and regulations though. She knows her friend Shay is in danger of turning into a witch wolf himself, since receiving a deadly bite on their last adventure. It's vital that Stella and her friends set out to find the spellbook that could save his life, even
if it means travelling over the cursed Black Ice Bridge. It's a formidable and dangerous task, and their journey takes them on a breathtaking, page-turning adventure!
In Notable Men and Women of Spanish Texas, Donald Chipman and Harriett Joseph combined dramatic, real-life incidents, biographical sketches, and historical background to reveal the real human beings behind the legendary figures who discovered, explored, and settled Spanish Texas from 1528 to 1821. Drawing from their
earlier book and adapting the language and subject matter to the reading level and interests of middle and high school students, the authors here present the men and women of Spanish Texas for young adult readers and their teachers. These biographies demonstrate how much we have in common with our early forebears.
Profiled in this book are: Alvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca: Ragged Castaway Francisco Vázquez de Coronado: Golden Conquistador María de Agreda: Lady in Blue Alonso de León: Texas Pathfinder Domingo Terán de los Ríos / Francisco Hidalgo: Angry Governor and Man with a Mission Louis St. Denis / Manuela Sánchez: Cavalier and
His Bride Antonio Margil de Jesús: God's Donkey Marqués de San Miguel de Aguayo: Chicken War Redeemer Felipe de Rábago y Terán: Sinful Captain José de Escandón y Elguera: Father of South Texas Athanase de Mézières: Troubled Indian Agent Domingo Cabello: Comanche Peacemaker Marqués de Rubí / Antonio Gil Ibarvo: Harsh
Inspector and Father of East Texas Bernardo Gutiérrez de Lara / Joaquín de Arredondo: Rebel Captain and Vengeful Royalist Women in Colonial Texas: Pioneer Settlers Women and the Law: Rights and Responsibilities
When Columbus landed in the Americas, the world entered a new age of exploration. Explorers from Spain, England, and France searched for a passage to Asia. They raced to claim land for their countries. But this New World wasn't empty. Millions of Native Americans already lived there. Discover how the explorers
forever changed both the Old World and the New.
The Narrative of the Jeanette Arctic Expedition
Explorers of the Deepest Places on Earth
Our Lost Explorers
The Explorers Guild
Early Explorers and Fur Traders in Colorado
Lives of the Explorers

For many decades, courageous men and women have ventured to our planet's foreboding icy regions. These brave explorers risk life and limb in the name of science or for the thrill of adventure. Who are these thrill seekers and why do they do it? Turn the pages to find out!
The Explorers
The Great Explorers
Explorers and Mapmakers
Explorers of the Late Renaissance and the Enlightenment
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